All good things must come to an end and soon we will be done with the grammar portion of our semester. Remember: your exam is on Wednesday October 27th. Some things to remember for that day:

- Study and practice your grammar. Take a look at the exercises in The DK Handbook and practice your grammar.
- The exam is worth 5% of your grade.
- You may complete the exam in class or in the testing center. I will leave the exam open all day.
- To take the exam in the testing center, you must have a valid student ID and seven digit ID number to complete the exam. Please make sure your ID is valid before the day of the exam. Please bring a #2 pencil to complete your Scantron answer sheet.

This is due by Wednesday.

For the following items, choose the correct pronoun...
1. They traveled to interview us/we citizens after our ballooning adventure.
2. Will she invite her and me/I to the party tonight?
3. They are certain she/her will be the new women's champion by the end of the month.

Choose the best form of punctuation for each sentence...
4. I believed _____ of course, that I could get an A in the class even if I didn't attend class.
5. He leaned over and asked the question of all questions _____ "will you marry me?"
6. Alexis never enjoyed going shoe shopping until recently _____ now, she shops for her favorite brand of high heels all the time.

Correct the use of possessive case in these sentences. Some of them may be correct
7. Alexis smile could light a thousand oceans.
8. She would always bring coffee for us when we studied for that week's exam.
9. Often, I found her friends Jenni and Mandi behavior to be idiotic.

Pick the correct form of the verb...
10. Alexis and William thinks/think they will get married someday.
11. The news from her Facebook feed is/are becoming too depressing to watch.
12. Alexis and Matthew is/are getting married tomorrow!
Decide whether each of these sentences is a fragment or a sentence...
13. Bad stuff happens.
14. Next, he went to the burrito store for a burrito.
15. Because I got back to the house.

Finally, decide whether each sentence has a comma splice, displays a run on sentence, or contains no errors...
16. Alexis and William went to dinner last night where hopefully he would be able to tell her about the grammar section of ENG101.
17. Sadly, another grammarian had stolen her heart with his skills using the objective case.
18. William stepped aside knowing his skills with the object case were not good enough to win her heart back, he would have to wait a few years before finding a lady who loved semicolons as much as he did.

Bonus!